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Varyvonchyk Anastasia, candidate of study of art, associate professor, associate professor of 
department of fine art of the Kyiv university of the name of Boris Grinchenka 
A production of the knitted fabric is in the context of artistic trades of Ukraine The 
research there is a scantily explored problem in domestic science, related to functioning of 
traditional folk arts, illumination of circumstances of origin and watching of historical evolution of 
unique Ukrainian artistic trade, known as a knitting production which attained considerable 
development in execution things and clothes with the Ukrainian national decorative pattern. 
Research methodology is base on the use of supervisions of historical, culturological and study of 
art analysis. The scientific novelty consists in opening of facts, development of weaving, which in 
ing 
industry on territory of Ukraine. It will be that during Soviet Union wares, executed on knittings 
factories, were more cheap of weaving, that is why development of knitting production spread and 
gave possibility to execute the various things of clothes, using the elements of the Ukrainian 
decorative pattern. Conclusions. On the basis of analysis of historical development of artistic 
industry from making of knitwears on factories concentrated attention on the houses of models. One 
of them is the Kievan  played a leading role in development of 
fashion of traditional, everyday, festive subject, sportwear, for all layers of population.  
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